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	Title, Name: WOLF SPIDERS IN SPACE:  Enhancement of Growth in Minimal Light ConditionsDavis, ShannonHome School, Orange Park ,Florida
	text: Wolf spiders, from the family Lycosidae in the order Araneae, are very common.  There are about 2000 species.  They do not make webs.  Instead they go hunting for their food which is primarily insects, but can include small lizards, birds, and other animals. Wolf spiders are an excellent subject for experiments as they are easy to care for and are relatively safe because their venom is not lethal.  Scientists have studied the effects of microgravity on the web building abilitiy of  orb-weaving spiders in space, but there are many other questions that could be answered using wolf spiders.  However, since wolf spiders are mostly nocturnal and hunt at night, the question arises whether their behavior and health would be affected by the different light available in other conditions.  For example, what would happen to them in the artificial light conditions in a space station?  This experiment was designed to answer that question.  It was hypothesized that different light conditions would affect the spiders' behavior and growth.To conduct the experiment, three pairs of spiders were placed in identical habitats except for the light available. Artificial light 24 hrs/day, and minimal light 24 hrs/day were the experimental groups and the pair in natural light with a natural cycle served as the control.  Observations of their behavior and measurements of their growth provided both qualitative and quantitative data.During the first month of observation, spiders in natural light (control) hunted in the evening, were quiet during the day and gained an average of 1cm (+40%).  Spiders in 24 hour light were very inactive and gained an average of 0.2cm (+10%). Spiders in 24 hour minimal light appeared to hunt most actively.  They gained an average of 1.5cm (63%) in size.  These data support the hypothesis that light conditions do affect wolf spider health and growth This suggests that if experiments can not be done on these animals in natural light conditions that reducing the amount of light they are exposed to will encourage hunting, growth and healthy behavior.
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